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Abstract
Assessing enhanced knowledge discovery systems (eKDSs) constitutes an intricate issue that is understood merely to a certain extent by
now. Based upon an analysis of why it is difﬁcult to formally evaluate eKDSs, it is argued for a change of perspective: eKDSs should
be understood as intelligent tools for qualitative analysis that support, rather than substitute, the user in the exploration of the data; a
qualitative gap will be identiﬁed as the main reason why the evaluation of enhanced knowledge discovery systems is difﬁcult. In order
to deal with this problem, the construction of a best practice model for eKDSs is advocated. Based on a brief recapitulation of similar
work on spoken language dialogue systems, ﬁrst steps towards achieving this goal are performed, and directions of future research are
outlined.
1. Elaboration of Problem Statement
The user-oriented assessment of enhanced knowledge
discovery systems is a sophisticated problem that is under-
stood merely to a certain extent by now. It imposes a series
of challenges for which no ready-made solutions are avail-
able:
1. In contrast to less complex applications, there is no
direct correlation between the performance of the nat-
ural language processing base technology and the us-
ability as perceived by the user. For applications such
as spell checking and voice recognition, quantitative
evaluation measures (percentage of recognized incor-
rectly spelled words, transcription accuracy) can be
expected to correlate quite well with perceived usabil-
ity. In contrast, for enhanced knowledge discovery
systems, no suitable quantitative criteria seem to be
readily available.
2. It is difﬁcult to formally deﬁne a prototypical task that
matches the knowledge discovery needs of all, or at
least of a large fraction of users. Too much depends
onthe speciﬁc applicationscenarios(and of theiruser-
speciﬁcperception),whichseem tobedifﬁculttostan-
dardize and, hence, to model beforehand.
3. Enhanced knowledge discovery typically works on
huge amounts of data. Due to this and to the com-
plexity of the knowledge discovery task, it is regarded
to be unfeasible to construct respective reference data
intellectually through human annotators. In this re-
gard, it is important to understand the difference to re-
stricted knowledge discovery scenarios such as basic
information extraction, the task of which consists in
the document-local combination of information only,
which may, with considerable efforts, be modeled by
suitable text annotation schemes. This is impossible
with enhanced knowledge discovery, which, in gen-
eral, involves relating information contributed by dif-
ferent documents.
4. The homogenity of the data may vary, particularly re-
garding type (e.g., domain and genre of documents)
and reliability. In contrast to the prototypical applica-
tion cases that have been considered during the clas-
sical evaluation studies (such as the Message Under-
standing Conferences (MUCs), cf. (MUC 7, 1998;
MUC 6, 1996)), the document sets to be processed
are not necessarily well-behaved. In particular, they
may contain non-factual texts that express differing
opinions or points of view on a particular topic. This
makes the task of constructing reference data consid-
erably harder.
5. Thedataas wellas its homogenitymayvaryovertime,
as in the case of web-based knowledge discovery ap-
plications. The same may hold with respect to the typ-
ical tasks of the users.
From all this, it follows that it is difﬁcult to deﬁne how a
“good” output of the knowledge discovery process looks
like. Tasks like the identiﬁcation of market trends seem to
be simply too abstract to arrive at a level of formal trans-
parency as achievable for more restricted tasks.
The subsequent sections elaborate upon the issues pointed
out above. In section 2., previous work on formal evalu-
ation is recapitulated; in particular, the notions of intrin-
sic vs. extrinsic evaluation are discussed and related to the
problem of assessing enhanced knowledge discovery sys-
tems. Building up on this analysis, section 3. proposes a
change of perspective: enhanced knowledge discovery ap-
plications should be considered as tools that, in large parts,
assist in rather than carry out for themselves the analysis of
the data: as enhanced browsers for the qualitative explo-
ration of data, they support rather than substitute the user,
who hence remains responsible for the central intellectual
component of the task. This leads to the identiﬁcation of
the qualitative gap (section 4.), which will be singled out
as the main reason why the evaluation of enhanced knowl-
edge discovery system is difﬁcult. Section 5. draws some
importantconclusions and suggests promisingways to deal
with this problem. In particular, it is arguedin favour of the
statement of best practice guidelines for enhanced knowl-
edgediscoveryapplications. Based onabriefrecapitulationof similar work on spoken language dialogue systems, ﬁrst
steps towards achieving this goal are performed, and direc-
tions of future research are outlined.
2. Intrinsic vs. Extrinsic Evaluation
According to, e.g., (Mani, 2002), efforts of evaluating
natural language processing systems may be categorized
along various dimensions. The intrinsic vs. extrinsic dis-
tinction turns out to be of particular importance here:1
Intrinsic evaluations test the system in itself; ex-
trinsic evaluations test the system in relation to
some other task [...].
According to the above problem statement, tasks to be as-
sisted by the application of enhanced knowledge discovery
systems are typically too complex in order to infer appli-
cation performance from experiments at intrinsic evalua-
tion level only. On the other hand, generic extrinsic eval-
uation imposes problems as well, since, as initially iden-
tiﬁed, standardizing the knowledge discovery task across
users and across speciﬁc application scenarios is regarded
to be unfeasible in many cases. Clearly, it is possible to
extrinsically evaluate systems in speciﬁc application con-
texts. However, results are unlikely to generalize; thus,
such evaluations cannot be taken as expressive substitutes
of in-situ experiments in the particular application scenario
an enhanced knowledge discovery system is aimed for.
So how to deal with this situation, according to which, in
the case of enhanced knowledge discovery tasks, intrin-
sic evaluation is feasible, but not sufﬁciently expressive,
whereasextrinsicevaluationwouldbe expressive,but is not
expected to yield results that generalize across users and
application scenarios? Let’s take a closer look at the is-
suewhyextrinsicevaluationis unlikelytoyieldonce-for-all
predictions regarding the performance of enhanced knowl-
edge discovery systems. Figure 1 illustrates the generic ap-
plication scenario of knowledge discovery systems. The
input to the system consists of potentially heterogeneous
collections of source documents, which might contain texts
as well as tabular data and graphics. These documents are
submitted to the knowledge discovery application system,
which, possibly driven by a user query, yields an output
that can be considered as a view on the input document col-
lection. There are many types of operations that might be
involved to generate this view, be it textual or graphical in-
formation extraction, information retrieval, data mining, or
categorization based on similarity criteria.
The essential distinction, however, regards two different
stages of processing: (1) the algorithmic symbol trans-
formation performed by the knowledge discovery system,
which comprises the different types of operations men-
tioned before, (2) and the qualitative intellectual interac-
tion of the understandinguser with the system, which com-
prises the statement of appropriate queries, the analysis of
the output, eventually followed by the drawing of conclu-
sions regarding the particular knowledge discovery need.
By deﬁnition, intrinsic evaluation is related to the process-
ingat the algorithmicstage. In general,these evaluationex-
perimentsare based on intellectuallyannotatedcorporaand
1(Mani, 2002), p. 223-4, typographical emphasis by Mani
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Figure 1: Generic application scenario of KDSs
on formally deﬁned performance measures, which can be
computed without further human involvement. In contrast,
extrinsic evaluations refer to the output at the qualitative-
intellectual stage of analysis, which might aim at the solu-
tionof quite abstract andheterogeneoustasks. This leads to
a central observationregardingwhyevaluationof enhanced
knowledge discovery systems is hard:
Enhanced knowledge discovery systems typi-
cally cannot be evaluatedextrinsically according
to general standards because the main surplus
value of the knowledge discovery process is gen-
erated in a heterogeneous way at the qualitative-
intellectual stage of analysis.
3. Change of Perspective: Enhanced KDSs
Support Qualitative Analysis
This hints at adopting a different perspective: enhanced
knowledge discovery systems should not be looked at in
the same way as at their ancestors with restricted scope,
e.g. textual information extraction systems as considered
during the MUCs, which can be meaningfully assessed by
intrinsic evaluation. Instead, they should be understood as
intelligent browsers that support, rather than substitute, the
user in the qualitative exploration of the data.
In this sense, their contribution is similar to the contribu-
tion of software solutions for computer-supported content
analysis, which are employed in the Social Sciences (e.g.
(Fielding and Lee, 1991; Huber, 1992)). Essentially, these
systems assist the user in retrieving and browsing data that
mightbe relevantwith respect to the speciﬁc research ques-
tion. In particular, they provide enhanced functionality for
the creative-explorativeplay with the data, such as cut-and-
paste tools to manually extract parts of the data and facili-
ties for the intellectual classiﬁcation of the data according
to user-deﬁned categorization schemes. This enables the
user to intellectually generate views over the data in or-
der to gain insight in her ﬁeld of research. This contrasts
with computer-based content analysis systems, which em-
ploy (usually elementary) automatic categorization of tex-
tual data (cf. (Mohler, 1989)): while software systems thatsupport contentanalysis might offertools for retrievingrel-
evant content as well,2 the central decisions of how to clas-
sify the data and of which conclusions to draw regarding
the research question are left to the discretion of the user.
4. The Qualitative Gap
Thus, as in the case of software systems for computer-
supported content analysis, rather than aiming at an auto-
matic deep analysis the output of which is near to the an-
swer, enhanced knowledge discovery systems are designed
to foster intellectual understanding. Regardless of whether
one subscribes to the point of view that there is a princi-
pal upper bound concerning the algorithmic explicability
of cognitive processes, this can be interpreted as acknowl-
edgement of the fact that the scope of algorithmic knowl-
edge discoverywill always be limited due to restricted cov-
erage of state-of-the-art technology as well as due to prac-
tical feasibility issues, and that the actual understanding of
the data remains up to the discretion of the user anyway.
Based on these observations, the notion of the qualitative
gap can be deﬁned:
Software solutions that support the intellectual
exploration of the data through the user, such as
enhanced knowledge discovery systems, implic-
itly acknowledge the existence of a qualitative
gap, which is due to practical limitations of the
technology for automatically identifying relevant
content: to optimally support the user in gain-
ing insight in particular ﬁelds of research, tools
for automatic content analysis are supplemented
with features that allow for creatively browsing
the data. Since, typically, the qualitative gap be-
tween the scope of algorithmic analysis and the
requirements according to the research topics to
be investigated is considerable, intrinsic evalua-
tion can be expected to be not expressive enough.
As further argued in section 2., whether generic extrin-
sic evaluation could be employed instead depends upon
whether the knowledge discovery task (in particular, its
qualitative component) can be standardized across users
and across speciﬁc application scenarios.
5. Implications - Towards Best Practice
Guidelines for Developing eKDSs
Theabovediscussionhasrevealedthatonecentralprop-
erty of enhanced knowledge discovery systems is the typ-
ically considerable gap between the contributions of the
individual technology components and the (typically quite
abstract) insight into the research topic gained by the user
through usage of the system as a tool that supports, rather
than substitutes, understanding of the data. Regarding the
issue that the components that can be subjected to intrin-
sic evaluationcontributeonlyquite indirectlyto the success
in particular application scenarios, enhanced KDSs closely
resemble other classes of complex Natural Language Tech-
nology applications.
2be it basic string search or enhanced retrieval and extraction
functionality
5.1. Best practice guidelines for NLP applications:
objectives and development issues
A related topic has been investigated for spoken lan-
guage dialogue systems (SLDS), which exhibit the anal-
ogous property that their usability and perceived degree
of usefulness highly depends on the particular application
context, i.e. on the information needs and on the com-
municative or interactional preferences of the typical user.
This identiﬁcation of a gap between technology-related in-
trinsic criteria and the observedusefulness at extrinsic level
has led to the development of best practice guidelines for
spoken language dialogue systems, which, according to
(vanKuppeveltet al., 2000),p. 207, are to be understoodas
[...] amappingfrom functionalparameterstopa-
rameters of design and development
Developing best practice guidelines hence means (ibd., p.
207f),
[...] to determine exactly what the mapping is
like, and how its salient properties are best ex-
plained to a broad spectrum of laymen and pro-
fessionals who ﬁnd themselves confronted with
theproblemofgettinganSLDSthatanswerstheir
needs.
According to these deﬁnitions, best practice guidelines
have general scope in the sense that they are intended to
fulﬁl the requirements of all involved stakeholders, viz. de-
ployers, developers, customers, and users, i.e. (ibd, p. 206)
[...] to enable them to make accurate and suc-
cessful design and implementation decisions, in
accordance with broad consensus of what must
bebestpracticeinthisparticularengineeringdo-
main.
Acknowledging the intricacies of designing appropriate
spoken language dialogue interfaces thus in effect amounts
to recognizing this issue as a creative intellectual engineer-
ing activity based on well-founded standards rather than as
a matter of solid craftsmanship that merely relies upon the
application of basic schematic knowledge.
The above discussion urges upon the conclusion that the
statementofbestpracticeguidelinesshouldbetheapproach
of choice for coping with the challenges of development,
selection, and optimization of enhancedknowledgediscov-
ery systems. As in the case of spoken language dialogue
systems, the degree of success of a solution highly de-
pends on factors determined by the particular application
context. Hence, the postulated objectives for the develop-
ment of best practice guidelines for SLDSs can be taken as
guiding principles for respective work on eKDSs. Accord-
ing to (van Kuppevelt et al., 2000), best practice guidelines
should cover three closely related issues: (1) stock-taking
of the state-of-the-art in order to enable the stakeholders to
quickly inform themselves about the range of options for
design, implementation, and evaluation; (2) quality control
through the provision of criteria that support the selection
of options that are best suited to particular application re-
quirements; (3) economic control, to be achieved by mak-
ing available a repository of resources in order to foster thereuse of existing components, design know-how, and gath-
ered experience.
Hence, as required for dealing with the typical scenario
sketched in the workshop description, best practice mod-
els in particular provide criteria for the design of optimal
solutions that ﬁt best within particular application contexts.
5.2. Best practice guidelines for eKDSs
Thus, instead of entering into the ad-hoc discussion of
howtodealwiththistypicalscenario,aprincipledapproach
is advocated. The DISC best practice model, which covers
the three above issues identiﬁed by (van Kuppevelt et al.,
2000), is centered around a series of fundamental aspects
of SLDS (system components as well as abstract develop-
ment issues); it discusse them along a common scheme of
main items (cf. (DISC, 2000)).3
It is proposed to take this approach as the point of depar-
ture for respective work on eKDSs. Regarding enhanced
knowledge discovery systems, some main aspects are:
1. Information Extraction Engines, qualiﬁed by type of
data (textual, graphical etc.),
2. Information Retrieval Engines, qualiﬁed by type of
data,
3. Data Mining Engines, qualiﬁed by type of data,
4. Categorization Engines, qualiﬁed by type of data,
5. Indexing Schemes, qualiﬁed by type of data
6. Query Engines, qualiﬁed by type of data
7. KnowledgeSources,e.g., supportedtypesofdata,cov-
ered encodingschemes (.doc, .pdf,.ps, email archives,
.jpeg, .tiff, etc.), static vs. dynamic data, intranet
and/or internet resources etc.), amount of data to be
processed, reliability and homogenity issues,
8. Graphical User Interface,
9. Human Factors (types of users, their degree of experi-
ence and previous knowledge etc.),
10. Systems Integration,
11. Knowledge Discovery Objective (as speciﬁc as possi-
ble, as abstract as necessary).
Whilesomeoftheabstractaspectsareimmediatelyadopted
from the SLDS best practice model (Human Factors, Sys-
tems Integration, the more concrete ones are not, as they
correspond to speciﬁc system components of knowledge
discovery systems without counterpart in the realm of di-
alogue systems. There is a further important difference
that should be noticed here: regardingeKDSs, the extent to
which particular systems differ with respect to the individ-
ually relevant aspects is considerably larger than regarding
3In accord with its objective, the resource repository of the
DISC best practice guide has been made freely available at the
web page (DISC, 2000). DISC is extensively documented in nu-
merous online and ofﬂine publications, e.g. the deliverables made
available at (DISC, 2000) or the book (Bernsen et al., 1998).
SLDS, which typically instantiate all aspects of their best
practice model. A particular knowledge discovery solution
might include an information extraction engine for graphi-
cal data, whereas another system might cover textual input
only. Hence, the recommendations provided for the Sys-
tems Integration aspect are necessarily situated at a more
abstract level; they strongly interdepend with the particular
knowledge discovery objective, which, as a consequence,
should be covered by a separate dedicated aspect. Again,
this illustrates that, compared to many other natural lan-
guage engineering problems, the development of eKDSs is
a particularly intricate matter.
As far as applicable, each aspect should be discussed along
several dimensions4: (a) grid (factual properties), (b) life
cycle (development issues), (c) evaluation, (d) checklists,
(e) glossary, and (f) references. Much speciﬁc previous
work has been done on these issues. For instance, it might
be referred to the experiences and resources gathered at the
various DARPA- and EC-funded evaluation contests, e.g.
TREC (information retrieval) and MUC (information ex-
traction). Thus, to a large extent, modeling best practice
amountsto anin-depthanalysis ofthestate-of-the-artofthe
above-identiﬁed aspects of knowledge discovery solutions.
Further aligning these different sources of knowledge ac-
cordingto the standardizedscheme of a best practicemodel
necessitates a considerable research effort.
6. The Next Steps
Proceeding along similar lines as followed during de-
velopment of the DISC model, the elaboration of the best
practice guidelines for eKDSs might be accomplished in
three stages: (a) analysis of the state-of-the-art through
data collection from different evaluation sources, (b) iden-
tiﬁcation of particular constraint-oriented (i.e. application
context sensitive) evaluation criteria, and (c) criteria inte-
gration, the output of which consists in the best practice
methodologyproperthat provideshigh-levelcriteria for the
informed choice among the technological options. Obvi-
ously, the last-mentioned stage embodies the major intel-
lectual challenge.
Accordingto the aboveconsiderations,modelingbest prac-
tice regarding eKDS can be regarded to impose even more
intricate challenges than in the case of SLDSs. Mainly due
to the qualitative gap, the extent to which particular eKDSs
differ with respect to their individual relevant aspects is
considerablylarger. Thus, the developmentof a sufﬁciently
expressive best practice model constitutes a major research
effort that should be addressed by a joint project with part-
ners from commercial as well as non-commercialresearch,
comprising all types of stakeholders (developers, deploy-
ers, customers, users). This project is necessarily interdis-
ciplinary, as it covers issues from a broad range of disci-
plines (linguistic and mathematical models of content anal-
ysis, software system engineering, human-computer inter-
action).
4according to the DISC terminology, main items7. References
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